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Abstract. Operations Manager WSM (Weighted sum model) Method. Has answered the call to help with these 

research activities Managers understand the skills needed to establish and develop a strategic business relationships. It 

has contributed to and contributed to the growing literature on business relationships A Practical Guide for Operations 

Managers. Research Significance: This empirically based research involves four phases; Interviews with managers to 

identify role models, interviews with managers of 27 companies, data analysis and testing of findings. The weighted 

sum method is a multi-criteria decision making method, there are many alternatives and we must decide which is the 

best alternative based on many criteria. Alternative: Cost, Quality, Delivery, and Flexibility. Evaluation option: 

Leadership, Strategy, Customer, Workforce, Operations. From the result it is seen that Operations and is got the first 

rank whereas is the Customer got is having the lowest rank. The value of the dataset for Range of Operations Manager 

in WSM (Weighted sum model) Method shows that it results in Operations and top ranking. 

Key words: Operations Manager, WSM Method 

 

1. Introduction 

 Operations are one of the three strategic functions of any enterprise. This means that it's miles and crucial part of 

enjoyable the corporation's strategy and ensuring its long-time period survival. Two different regions of strategic importance 

to the employer are advertising and finance. The operational strategy ought to help the overall corporate approach. Many 

organizations prepare a five-12 months preformed to aid in their operational making plans. Pro forma makes use of records 

from beyond and modern-day economic statements in a try and are expecting future events together with income and capital 

investments. Activities span time and space and are now taken for granted taking under consideration the activities of 

providers and clients. The want for integration growing with the scale and complexity of an increased business enterprise. 

Scale and complexity enhance concerns about new management era, too regularly, more and more often, integrated as 

information technology (IT). Enterprise resource making plans systems (ERP) are taken into consideration the solution to 

this fashion. Solutions ERP guarantees to reduce from coordination difficulties. The main objective of the Operations 

Control Center (OCC). Usually airlines have to preserve the flight introduced the flight time table for departure it will 

happen at the scheduled time. OCCs have other dreams and so on. Which includes lowering and countering the occurrence of 

delays any internal or external barriers to operations Therefore, it seems important to follow up all operations are automatic 

with the actual image Issued to OCCs. This allows for quick pick-up correct selections to stand any barriers to get the flight 

on time. 

2. Operations Manager 

The research device consisted of three components: fashionable information, Scales (Employee Safety Leadership Scale 

(ESLS), Operations Manager Safety Leadership Scale (OMSLS), Safety Expert Security Leadership Scale (SPSLS), and 

SCS1), and cowl stories. The 4 scales have been reviewed with the aid of five governments in the area, and their remarks and 

revisions have been incorporated to increase the validity of the scales as research contraptions. In addition, the researchers 

carried out semi-established person interviews with 15 of the examiner participants (5 employers, five operations managers, 

and five protection experts). In the interviews, the interviewers evaluated the completeness and relevance of the scale and 

objects in the questionnaire. Except for employers' suggestion to revise the safety priority in ESLS, they expressed full 

agreement and support.[1] However, ERP answers are not the simplest ones. As we will show, OM can study from 

discussions in different academic disciplines about their consequences. Adler and Boris' (1996) seminal the paper identifies 

styles of bureaucracy: permitting and coercive/restrictive Categories. Their factor is that any company generation can tackle 

many colorings It creates many effects which can be taken into account in an organization. So it is thrilling to ask, how are 

administrative technology taken under consideration? And how can it's this knowledge allows to recognize the Production 

and Operations Manager (POM). Consider the pros and cons of ERP? This is a trendy theme of the paper. ERP has been the 

issue of research in numerous fields for three many years. Today Research on ERP is widespread.[2] Operations managers 

have a variety of concerns Quality, safety, efficiency and timely completion of operations. Daily, for a short period of time 

Operations, managers typically use Non-financial working statistics in devices of output, Units of enter, scrap, pleasant, 
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order portions, stock balance and so on. It's one-of-a-kind in '12 For manufacturing companies, we did now not locate any 

instance of a key each day production indicator An expense or other monetary wide variety. However, Account numbers end 

up essential as the horizon turns into longer. Performance Managers are often measured in monetary numbers and executives 

make up minds Model the monetary implications in their moves guided through frame relay. Also, now and again a longer 

horizon is required due to concerns about expenses Rather than certainly measures (e.g. controlling budget expenditures, 

identifying problems, etc.) opportunities for advancement).[3] The dispatch department, within the operations control team, 

then notifies the man or woman Team participants carry out their tasks and send reports For station managers in outlying 

regions. Follow-up and sickness departments in this group keep Track individual team member contamination, reschedule 

Due to infection and personnel information. Cockpit team Rotations are achieved within the flight agenda Group beneath Air 

Operations. Planning and Group Movements Department produces weekly cycles and each day changes and transmits them 

Planning department for weekly schedule and Catalog repair. [4] The purpose of the paper is to try to provide a few insights 

into these ability units identify the role of operations managers in status quo and development Relationships with commercial 

enterprise partners. Our awareness is on strategic relationships Long-term partnerships are critical to developing and 

maintaining competitiveness Advantage. We consciousness on exemplary relationships, which might be splendid Good 

relationships that may serve as a benchmark for businesses looking to enhance and their strategic relationships with key 

companions. So, we have three objectives, first to discover, from the literature, the important thing the subject matters in 

dealing with strategic relationships are secondary to their software Themes for information how exemplary businesses shape 

and develop Third to determine strategic relationships and the position of operational managers This procedure. The 

objectives of the paper are to try to offer guidance for OM Professionals who're invited or challenged to make contributions 

to an interest an business enterprise that chooses to establish or develop one or extra strategic relationships and provide 

impetus for further operations control studies on this location.[5] The above provided a comprehensive literature review 60 

articles and books and summarize them by saying they are publications In general, the need for operations strategy describes 

how to coordinate operations Business/Corporate Strategy, Strategic  operations Principles, Life Cycle Activities and focused 

activities. They decided that more Empirical work is required to further develop, test and refine the product Strategic 

principles relevant to practice.  Swami has and Newell provided a brief review with a broad classification Existing literature 

on the dimensions of strategic content and strategy process. [6] We argue that brief-term managers have a short time attitude 

favors them Temporary workers (demand bearers shocks) to everlasting ones, as these are more the charge went up in the 

quick time period. Thus, the results Recently appointed managers approximately stock popularity and number of personnel 

option could be displayed Using both methods in mixture for buffering Demand is often more shocking than high tenure 

Managers will. There is empirical proof to assist those ideas Collected from the database of Spanish agencies.  

This paper further consists of three components. The second explains the theoretical arguments. In the 1/3 phase we 

conduct an empirical analysis. Finally, the fourth outlines our conclusion reviews. [7] Activities are one of the outcomes 

Managers need to see the impact of their decisions in the service received by the end customer. With an Organization of 

operations, flow of materials and information Beyond sect oral barriers. As a result, the communication will be poor and 

unresponsive Customer needs are slow. In the field of engineering the situation often worsens with each A different path can 

be followed through product manufacturing The system ensures that every order is processed quickly and on time is very 

difficult.[8] An operations manager profile can be described by a set of skills consistent with a widely accepted theoretical 

framework. The three main "dimensions" of knowing How to be are described as mental, bodily and elements connected to 

simple attitudes or personal identity; What is thought is defined as expertise Work, obligations, methods, personal position, 

surroundings and organization; And know Technical knowledge is defined as know-how, procedures and solutions 

Knowledge and skills required to carry out information technology management activities.[9] The significance of 

accomplishing in addition studies on The scope of manufacturing/operations management has multiplied When converting 

roles and responsibilities Production/Operations Manager is considered. There are the competitive pressures noted above 

Changed the position of production/operations managers from a branch-centric technique to go-functional linkages with 

advertising, engineering, human sources, finance and accounting. This change is partly because of the vital organizational 

structures fewer personnel to tackle a huge range of various roles. However, market pressures also play a position Drives 

these modifications to the Production/Operations Manager role. Markets are actually demanding new merchandise Faster, 

fewer changes and shorter manufacturing Life-Cycle. [10] The reason of this examine is to determine Changes inside the job 

of production/operations supervisor, Identified in Australian manufacturing/operations Managers can be found in Another 

industrialized united states. The observe located dramatic changes in productivity, numbers, motivation and process 

satisfaction. Operations managers in Australia in comparison to outcomes Past studies. The resulting research tool It was 

used inside the same manner as the questionnaire used in it study Although the 2 studies are very comparable, there may be 

A key difference. [11] Answers to the first question will provide insight In the knowledge of operational managers around 

Three components of sustainability. These are the answers Needed by Top managers and teachers Understand choice making 

in value introduction Parts of the deliver chain. Second solutions The query will help determine the impact of these 

Management understanding is on operational performance consequences and could offer fundamental understanding of 

sustainability to assist craft responses. Answers to the first query [12] longitudinal studies of TQM practices have observed a 

tremendous correlation among HR practices Such as: empowerment, full-size training, performance appraisal and teamwork 

with TQM and organizational performance in the manufacturing and provider region. There is education and TQM-driven 

overall performance management Introduced as included highbrow potential elements that act as catalysts Develop 

information, abilities and attitudes. It can be It is essential to strengthen the staff potential in adaptive form, that's important 
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In attaining the numerous satisfactory attributes supplied inside the MBNQA, including "customer". Hilton Supported the 

concept of improving manager and worker capability as first priority Follow any great method. [13] Second, imposing ISO 

calls for strong commitment the top control stage of each company. Third, the top control function may be assigned the 

project crew or their depended on folks to put into effect the ISO venture; in this situation, the Functional or related branch 

managers. Fourth, groups ought to be capable of use ISO Clauses intended to implement the ISO device. Executing those 

ISO Develop fine practices for the enterprise as ISO constantly units a complete machine a system of how to properly and 

successfully enforce for the company. These practices whenever any enhancements are made thru the findings at some point 

of the audit with the aid of External and inner auditors. [15] The last criterion is the personal factor Key skills include 

appearance, age, culture and written communication skills. Although employees those who pass these three criteria can 

perform routine tasks in the service encounter, those who cannot handle operational issues effectively, especially when 

unusual circumstances arise. This is because the employee lacks operational management skills. Therefore, this study will 

focus on choosing the most efficient operations manager in the service encounter to improve the service Quality. identify 

multiple criteria for selecting an activity A manager who can efficiently manage operational work with the objective of 

recruitment or promotion Employees to a higher operational management level.[16] 

3. Weighted Sum Model (WSM) 

Spectrum for electronic transitions at very high energies we assess weight loss, current Magnetic Neutron Scattering 

Experiments on Instability and by weighting in multimagnon processes can be detected, they are in energies and velocities In 

undetectable no polar neutron-scattering experiments Undetectable. All these factors After considering the experimental 

uncertainty sum rule We conclude that this is not violated Reassurance, on the other hand a big part It is very difficult to 

determine the spectral weight under current experimental conditions.[25] This refers to of the 'hidden' spectral weight 

function By range data defined by is best determined. It is supported Through Aspen's study, he explored the possibility of 

expanding an elliptic scale The dielectric constant beyond the experimental range was measured and detected using the KK 

relationships Total spectral weighting of some extensive spectral regions can moderately be recovered. Defined some 

analytical treatments of the frequency problem. [28] The shape of the hill is generally, the weights and mount position 

depend only on the input. A Many stimuli must be interpreted through symbols, such as encoding. To overcome this limit, 

Grasberg Automatic gain to reduce sensitivity to input variety A shunting activation function with control Introduced. [29] A 

normalization term Additional activation of the shunting model was found Functional models are used however; there is no 

rule about how to combine the two types or Top-down input. I now recommend one, A related model is through top-down 

stimuli of multiple stimuli including their de-modulation Allows for balanced representation.[30] This is consistent with the 

reality of low density In structure, charge with double occupancy of electrons Fluctuations are rare. Fill like an electron the 

closer it gets to half fill, the more spectrally weighted the sound Moving from mode to optical modes. Finally At half-fill, the 

sound form disappears; so charge the stimuli are as shown in the references have a limited interval. [31] An SPN as a rooted 

dynamic acyclic graph can be understood graphically. Each internal A sum or product surgery that tends to is each leaf tip is 

immutable on it Distribution is variable. A child from a sum node Up to every edge has a positive weight. [32] To represent 

this type of knowledge, we have developed a new regime language Weight control rules. It extends normal logic programs 

by allowing weight constraints Instead of literals in a clause. A weight constraint may express a resource constraint a linear 

inequality is written in the form of a set of terms with associated weights. [33] A useful a special case is the cardinality 

constraint, which is used to represent a selection from a set Words with forced cardinality constraints. Also, includes 

language optimization Statements for finding the largest or smallest fixed samples for a sequence of cost functions expressed 

as a set of weighted terms. [34] An SPN as a rooted dynamic acyclic graph can be understood graphically. Each internal A 

sum or product surgery that tends to is Each leaf tip is immutable on it Distribution is variable. [35] A child from a sum node 

Up to every edge has a positive weight The proposed NNMS LDPC decoding network is CNs between VNs at each iteration 

Each connection edge has different weights. The LDPC code of the parity check matrix H is a space is the matrix, and this 

process is long uses multiple multipliers for codes.[36] This in section, to reduce the number of correction factors, Shared 

Neural Normalized Min Sum (SNNMS) we propose an LDPC decoding network. By sharing the same correction factors in 

the same layer, Channels Good performance can be achieved with LDPC decoding network a slight increase in 

computational complexity. [37] 

 

TABLE 1. Operations Manager in Data Set 

 

 

Cost  Quality  Delivery  Flexibility 

Leadership 54.080 135.530 30.150 21.050 

Strategy 36.120 140.970 35.690 22.300 

Customer 29.080 126.580 27.180 29.100 

Workforce 30.170 124.280 29.600 19.590 

Operations 35.330 189.410 25.960 18.890 
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Table 1 shows the graphical representation Operations Manager Data Set value of Alternative: Cost, Quality, Delivery, and 

Flexibility. Evaluation option: Leadership, Strategy, Customer, Workforce, Operations. 

 

 

 
FIGURE 1. Operations Manager 

 

Figure 1 shows the graphical representation Operations Manager Data Set value of Alternative: Cost, Quality, Delivery, 

and Flexibility. Evaluation option: Leadership, Strategy, Customer, Workforce, Operations. 

 

TABLE 2. Operations Manager in Normalized Data 

 

Normalized 

Leadership 1.00000 0.71554 0.86103 0.89739 

Strategy 0.66790 0.74426 0.72737 0.84709 

Customer 0.53772 0.66829 0.95511 0.64914 

Workforce 0.55788 0.65614 0.87703 0.96427 

Operations 0.65329 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 

 

Table 2 Shows the Normalized Data Matrix of Evaluation Preference: Leadership, Strategy, Customer, Workforce, 

Operations. Economy it is also Maximum or Minimum value =C5/MAX ($C$4:$C$8), =MIN ($D$4:$D$8)/D6 Normalized 

Data formula used. 

TABLE 3. Operations Manager in Weight age 

 

Weight age 

0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 

0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 

0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 

0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 

0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 

 

Table 3 shows the Weight ages used for the analysis. We taken same weights for all the parameters for the analysis 

 

TABLE 4. Operations Manager in Weighted normalized decision matrix 

 

 

Weighted normalized decision matrix 

Leadership 0.25000 0.17888 0.21526 0.22435 

Strategy 0.16697 0.18606 0.18184 0.21177 

Customer 0.13443 0.16707 0.23878 0.16229 

Workforce 0.13947 0.16404 0.21926 0.24107 

Operations 0.16332 0.25000 0.25000 0.25000 

 

Table 4 shows the Weighted Normalized Decision Matrix. Alternative: Alternative: Cost, Quality, Delivery, and 

Flexibility. Evaluation option: Leadership, Strategy, Customer, Workforce, Operations, Economy it is also Weighted 

Normalized Decision Matrix value multiplication formula used. 
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TABLE 5. Preference Score 

 

 Preference Score 

Leadership 0.86849 

Strategy 0.74665 

Customer 0.70257 

Workforce 0.76383 

Operations 0.91332 

 

Table 5. Shows the Preference Score Leadership = 0.86849, Strategy = 0.74665, Customer =0.70257, Workforce =0.76383, 

Operations =0.91332.  

 

 
 

FIGURE 2. Preference Score 

 

Figure 2 shows the preference Score for Operations is showing the highest value for Customer is showing the lowest value. 

 

TABLE 6. Rank 

 

 

Rank 

Leadership 2 

Strategy 4 

Customer 5 

Workforce 3 

Operations 1 

 

Table 5. shows the final result of this paper the Strategy is in Fourth rank,  the Customer is in Fifth rank,  the  Workforce is in 

Third rank,  the Operations is in First rank and the Leadership is in Second rank. 

  

 
FIGURE 3. Rank 
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Figure 3 shows the graphical view of the final result of this paper the Strategy is in 4
th

 rank,  the Customer is in 5
th

 rank,  

the  Workforce is in 3
rd

 rank,  the Operations is in 1
st
 rank and the Leadership is in 2

nd
 rank.  

4. Conclusion  

Operations managers have a variety of concerns Quality, safety, efficiency and timely completion of operations. Daily, 

for a short period of time Operations, managers typically use Non-financial working statistics in devices of output, Units of 

enter, scrap, pleasant, order portions, stock balance and so on. Its one-of-a-kind in '12 for manufacturing companies, we did 

now not locate any instance of a key each day production indicator and expense or other monetary wide variety. However, 

Account numbers end up essential as the horizon turns into longer. Performance Managers are often measured in monetary 

numbers and executives make up minds Model the monetary implications in their moves guided through frame relay. Also, 

now and again a longer horizon is required due to concerns about expenses Rather than certainly measures (e.g. controlling 

budget expenditures, identifying problems, etc.) opportunities for advancement). To represent this type of knowledge, we 

have developed a new regime language Weight control rules. It extends normal logic programs by allowing weight 

constraints Instead of literals in a clause. A weight constraint may express a resource constraint a linear inequality is written 

in the form of a set of terms with associated weights. A useful a special case is the cardinality constraint, which is used to 

represent a selection from a set Words with forced cardinality constraints.  
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